
Getting An ESA In New Jersey: Here Is What You Need To Know 

 

Those who suffer from mental or physical disabilities may benefit from the companionship and 

emotional assistance that emotional support animals (ESAs) provide. This can assist them in 

coping with the difficulties of daily life. For emotional support animals to be utilized as therapy 

animals, there is no need for any special training or certifications. As far as the kind of animals 

that may be called emotional service animals go, there are no restrictions; the only need is that 

they provide the emotional support that the person requires to operate in their everyday life. 

 

ESA can only be obtained with the help of your local psychologist. The mental healthcare 

professional must issue you with an the emotional support animal letter or a normal emotional support 

animal letter.  

 

After assessing your mental condition and determining that you are a qualified candidate for ESA, 

a licensed medical healthcare expert is responsible for giving you an esa letter. 

 

It is not required that animals providing emotional support to their owners have any training or 

credentials, but it is expected that they do so to give therapeutic help to their owners. Pets are 

distinct from emotional support animals in that they have greater rights and are recognized by the 

state, which enables the ESA holder to travel about with their animals with the bare minimum of 

limitations. While service animals are restricted to dogs and miniature horses, there are no 

restrictions on the kind of animal that may be employed as an emotional support animal, which 

can include birds. This contrasts with the restrictions placed on service animals. You don't 

know how to get an esa letter then you need an online service regarding this. 

 

 

As previously said, obtaining an Emotional support animal letter necessitates the fulfilment of 

specific qualifying criteria by the people who need the help. Once you have the esa letter for housing 

in hand, all that is left to do is contact the appropriate authorities and choose the ESA type that you 

want.  

 

Detailed instructions on how to get your esa letter online in New Jersey are given in the next section, 

as well as a list of some of the legislation in place to safeguard your ESA, which may be found 

below. 
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How to obtain ESA in New Jersey 

 

If you live in New Jersey, you may get your ESA letter either via traditional methods or by 

applying for ESA assistance online. However, given the onset of the pandemic, we will suggest 

that you apply for your ESA via the online application process. It is both fast and easy to use since 

it takes no more than five minutes to complete the registration and upload the required 

documentation. You may apply for your ESA letter in three simple steps using one of the many 

online platforms that are accessible to citizens of New Jersey. 

 

1.   Take a Free Screening Test 

 

To know if you are eligible for ESA, the first step is to determine your eligibility. There is a free 

online screening exam that will tell you whether you are a candidate for ESA benefits. You may 

take the test at any time. 

 

2.   Consult with a Licensed Therapist. 

 

If you make it through the screening process and meet all of the eligibility requirements, you will 

be paired with a qualified licensed medical practitioner with your region who will assist you in 

obtaining your ESA. You may schedule an appointment, which can be done either online or in 

person, depending on your availability. 

 

3.   Get your ESA letter in the mail. 

 

If you qualify for an ESA letter, you will be provided with a customized treatment plan that 

includes the ESA letter. After that, you may either print your own letter or have one sent to you. 

It's that simple! 

 

Laws in the State of New Jersey pertaining to your ESA 

 



The law gives allowance for the transportation of service animals in public places. In accordance 

with the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination and the Federal Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA), disabled people are permitted to transport their service animals to all "public 

accommodations," which include hotels, restaurants, stores and museums, among other places. 

These rules also compel those that provide transportation services to accept ESA animals as part 

of their fleet. 

 

2)  The Air Carrier Access Act 

 

If you're planning a lengthy journey across the nation, there's no way you could leave behind man's 

best buddy, or even better, your prescription for flying peacefully and safely. However, if you live 

in New Jersey and have an emotional support animal, you will be provided with legal protection 

under the Air Carrier Access Act. 

 

According to this legislation, individuals who need any kind of support animal, including ESAs, 

will be allowed to bring their animal aboard the aircraft and inside the cabin with them. 

Nevertheless, to be considered qualified under the Air Carrier Access Act, owners of ESAs must 

provide the necessary supporting documentation: 

 

1.   A note from a qualified mental health practitioner. 

 

2.   Any other documentation requested by the airline. 

 

3.   Send an email to the airline with a minimum of 48 hours’ notice stating that you want to 

travel with your ESA. 

 

4.   Make certain that your ESA is well-behaved throughout the flight. 

 

Fair Housing Act 

 



In New Jersey, individuals who have service animals, as well as those who have emotional support 

animals, are protected by the Federal Fair Housing Act. Renters and homeowners’ associations are 

required to make reasonable accommodations to individuals who have an emotional support 

animal under the terms of this legislation. 

 

Employer-Employee Relationships 

 

As previously stated, emotional support animals are not considered to be service animals. The 

Americans with Disabilities Act will not provide protection to them as a result. 

 

Therefore, your employer is under no legal duty to enable your ESA dog or other ESAs to join 

you at your place of employment. Nonetheless, if you think your ESA performs better than you, 

can act appropriately, and can enhance your job performance, then speak with your employer about 

your concerns. On an individual case-by-case basis, reasonable accommodations may be provided. 

 

Housing on the ESA Campus 

 

Fortunately, for students, the federal Fair Housing Act applies to university and campus housing 

as well as other types of housing. Students who produce a valid ESA letter will be permitted to 

carry their ESA to their on-campus housing residence hall or apartment. ESAs, on the other hand, 

will not be allowed in lecture theatres or other public areas on campus. 

 

There you with a detailed guide as to how you can avail your ESA in New Jersey. Using this guide, 

you can easily figure out the proper method to use which you can easily get your emotional support 

animal at home. Good luck.  

 


